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This file contains one chapter from the book; Indra in Search of Immortality

Black Black Night and Dragon Dance

It was perfect winter night, unusually warm. Perfectly clear sky, the sky was dark 
purple colour, stars were shining, the full moon looked at it's reflection in perfectly 
still water. Indra was meditating in nature and she tried to connect to the place, she 
tried to get to know the environment. The place was mystical and it may overwhelm 
with information that it holds. Indra was sitting on the rock and it was perfect fit for 
meditation stance , as if someone made it for Indra.

 Before the stillness it was windy and Indra asked the place to make weather warmer 
and so it happened, it became warmer and perfectly still. In meditation Indra saw a 
dragon, green dragon she seen dragons before although they were different dragons. 
Dragons are very peculiar beings, they are very powerful and they may be ruthless. 
Humans have these words like bad and good although these words seem useless 
describing other creatures especially those unknown to humans. Humans know 
dragons from Chinese or Celtic mythology and of course they think it is just a myth. 
Or is it?

 Although dragons and reptilians are totally different species. Indra continued her 
meditation and she felt that dragon held her in it's hand, gigantic hand with claws, 
this felt strange she felt like she was tiny as thumbelina, compared to dragon, she 
continued meditating and watched the dragon. After some time she had to leave the 
place and go back to her wordily business. She stood up bowed down to the place and
walked away. The night was beautiful black black night and perfect moonlight, 
suddenly Indra saw something in the darkness and it was black, it was a black cat. 
Indra approached the cat, the cat was exceptionally friendly Indra played with the cat 
for a while and then she started walking away and cat started following her, the sound
of running cat was more similar that of a running horse than a tiny cat. Indra smiled 
and though it must be dragon that borrowed cat's body just to give Indra a hug. Indra 
found two new friends during the night.

Humans are strange creatures that have this diabolical opinion about black colour, 
they are afraid of black night and some are still paranoid about black cats, they have 
this delusion that black cats bring bad luck. The only thing that brings bad or good 
luck is human mind, humans create demons and all kinds of scary thing in their mind,
that is why they afraid to stay in silence and darkness because mind plays games, the 
shadow comes out, everything that was suppressed comes out. If your life is already 
crap, doesn't mean it is black cats fault. Your own crap your own making.



Indra forgot about the experience and she continued with the wordily life. One 
evening she went for a walk in nature, it seems Scottish nature quite interesting, when
she walked down the patch surrounded by the squeaky trees, the trees made really 
strange sound, it was a twilight and the fog appeared, now the view was exactly as it 
would be described in the books and next detail, or let's say details appeared, one 
black, huge and fluffy dog and then second dog exactly the same as the first one. The 
dogs walked towards Indra. Indra though oh that must be interesting, she wasn't 
scared. The owner of the dogs approached.

'Don't be scared they not going to harm you, maybe they just lick your hand.'

Indra smiled said 'hi' and walked away.

If somebody who is scared of dogs would see picture like that, it may be scary to 
them because their mind created stories about the dogs, the black dogs, the black cats 
the fog and the darkness it is unknown territory...Media trying to create as many fear 
as possible, they portray nature and unknown in a very scary way and most of it is 
lies. People buy those lies as if it is true and start believing the lies. Who needs all of 
this fear? The entities that feed on it. That is why a lot of media is monopolised and 
the same massage is sent to people fear fear...Media as a new religion dogma. How 
come people in twenty first century rely on religion. Scary beings don't have that 
much power, people give their power away so this makes the fear real. There are still 
many dangers in this world and it is good to be aware although fear is a lie that 
clouds human mind.

After dragon encounter Indra went for unplanned trip towards Highlands, this was 
totally unexpected. She wondered in the woods and mountains until she found 
megalith structure she stayed there for a while and it seemed that was the place of the 
dragon the dragon that she met few days ago, the dragon wanted Indra to come and 
visit him. So now Indra knew who organized all the trip and who called her, she 
absolutely enjoyed the visit the nature and the dragons company and dragon showed 
it's dragon dance, green dragon dance as if from Kung Fu show, only this time the 
dragon was real.


